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We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive 
to deliver the best and most recent additions to 
the collective  Elder Scrolls community and its 
works.  

Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay 
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music? 

Send your entries to 
telmoraindependent@gmail.com

or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha

Cover art: “commAPR2019”  |  Illustration courtesy of ARTTAiR, DeviantArt

Want to contribute to  
The Tel Mora Independent?

Art Policy:
The Tel Mora Independent Press always makes the utmost effort to ensure that the 
rights of artists are respected and taken seriously. All pieces used in The Tel Mora 
Independent Press are used by express permission of the artist unless the artist 
cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist will be noted along with the title of the piece 
and the site it came from. The name of the artist will be hyperlinked, as well.  
If an artist cannot be found, it will be noted on page 2 that the source is unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in an issue of The Tel Mora Independent Press, 
please send us an email at telmoraindependent@gmail.com for either appropriate 
credit, exchange, or removal of the work
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“Red Mountain”  |   Illustration by HeavyMouse, DeviantArt

Would you like to join the Tel Mora staff in TES 
lore discussion? Visit us at The Dreamsleeve 
Facebook group!

“Ashlander”  |  Illustration by The-Loch-Nessy, DeviantArt
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the 

best recent submissions 
available on our website. 
Some are humorous, some 
frightening. Some are myths, 
some are narratives. Some are 
long and some are short. It is 
these works that we honor here 
in the hopes that they will not 
be ignored.  

To view these works 
in their entirety, visit 
telmoraindependent.net or 
click the titles to visit them 
directly.

The Sload that Came 
to Senchal 

 
The White Guar 

“As the horrid creature came to 
a full stop, the top erupted with a 
spout of oozing gas that smelled 
of rotting acid and molding meat, 
causing the whale to lower itself 

by several meters. A sphinctered 
opening in its side yawned wide 
to make way for a creature even 
further horrid than its chosen 
mode of transport.”

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually) 
the Selectives convene on 
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel 
to stream an episode of The 
Selectives Lorecast: A Casual 
Elder Scrolls Podcast. 

In every episode, a group 
of some of the best lore 
afficionados in the community 
discuss aspects of Elder Scrolls 
lore.

The Red Book

Chlodovec

Discovered in 4E 169 during the 
cataloguing of the old archive of 
the Guild’s Auxiliary Department 
of Exoimperial History. No 
mention in any extant previous 
catalogue. Relocated to the 
Binder’s Conclave Archive the 
same year. Relocated to the 
Binder’s Conclave Vault in 4E 
170 upon detection of enchanted 
properties.

The Selectives Lorecast 
takes a long hard look at 
lore from as many angles as 
possible. Seldom do episodes 
extend beyond an hour and a 
half.

Recent Episodes

Click on the screenshots 
below to view the 
corresponding episodes.

 
To see more, visit the 
Memospore youtube 

channel or RottenDeadite 
on Twitch.tv!

Episode 41:  
Miscellaneous Men
In this episode, the Selectives 
try their hand at discussing 
the lesser-known of the 
Mannish races, such as the 
Kothringi.

Episode 43:  
Lesser Daedra
The Selectivestake a stab at 
making sense of the lower 
echelons of the Padomaic Ada 
- the Daedra.

“Sload Dealer” 
Illustration by Cactus Farm for TESRenual

Episode 42:  
Reachmen
This week, the Selectives 
discuss the Reachmen, 
their culture, origins, and 
associations.

http://www.telmoraindependent.net
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/05/13/the-sload-that-came-to-senchal-volume-1/
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/05/13/the-sload-that-came-to-senchal-volume-1/
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/04/30/the-red-book/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChbm-JCx_jii5xn-2f5nwIA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChbm-JCx_jii5xn-2f5nwIA
https://www.twitch.tv/rottendeadite
https://www.twitch.tv/rottendeadite
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYeXi1b_dTw
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/420343961
https://tesrenewal.com/forums/skyrim/skywind-development-forums/concept-art/7829
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v8Uq8mTaSY
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everyday-world things in their 
studious dedication to escap-
ism? Who would care about the 
dirt and dogshit of mundanity 
when there’s so much glory to 
explore? Where is the magic, 
gods damn it? 

Well… All through it. Every-
where. 

The everyday-world stuff is 
the foundation holding up the 
towering spire of our own ab-
stracted, bickering essays and 
interminably spiralling Red-
dit threads, the clay and stone 
giving meaning to the archi-
tecture. Who wouldn’t care for 
such things? Is that not what 
we’re here for? Is that not what 
drew us in the first place, what 
brought us together in love to 
cherish and explore this world 
we adore? This, the meat of 
mortal experience, this is what 
builds a world. This run-of-
the-mill grime gives weight and 
substance, necessary to bring 
meaning to the gossamer and 
ether. Without it, to what pur-
pose do we bend our worship, 
our scholarly rigor? 

What is the purpose of chew-
ing all the reverence from our 
mysteries over and over, in leav-
ing aside endless fields of un-
explored possibility in favor of 
studying the divine to death?

Moreover, that neglected 
mundanity is the grounding 
bridge between the real world 
and the highest metaphysica, 
the way that many make their 
dives into lore study. Think 
carefully on that: the avenue by 

Too Much 
Stardust

Daniel Berryman
Contributing Writer

As has been noted before, 
here and elsewhere, this 
community is blessed 

with some of the most enig-
matic, intellectually-complex 
meta possible for any fandom. 
We have literal decades of in-
tense religious and philosoph-
ical study, debate and feverish 
cross-referencing, with more 
and more Metaphysica being 
examined and reexamined ev-
ery day. So much intellectual 
progress into the deepest work-
ings of the Aurbis has required 
the carving-out of whole new 
lexicons, almost a dialect unto 
itself, practically unknowable 
without heavy study. Bickering 
forums and boisterous group-
chats ring with new opinions 
and old, informed by works not 
out of place in any university li-
brary. The lore community, like 
any other organisation of aca-
demics, tends towards a one-
eyed hyperfocus on what is 
loftiest, what is most abstract 
and hidden; the drive to pen-
etrate what is, finally, the most 
impenetrable. It is, fundamen-
tally, a reflection of what many 
of us have known when it comes 
to modern learning: the college, 
high academia, the native envi-
ronment of the scholar and the 
scribe. A tower of information, 
rising high above the base and 
the lesser, gleaming like milk.

It is impressive, what we 
have built. It is ambitious. It is 

even noble, in its own way. 
And it’s wrong.

Don’t misunderstand me; I 
admire this monument to ded-
ication that is deep lore aca-
demia. The findings are not what 
is up for debate, nor the tenden-
cy to mistake opacity for elo-
quence. I will not even argue too 
much on the elitism that festers 
under the skin of our workings-- 
our, for I do not forget to include 
myself in all my criticisms here-
- which derides accessibility as 
unnecessary and weaves Tef-
lon-coated jargon into our con-
versations to weed out the un-
initiated. 

(All of these, in fact, are the 
type of fault common to almost 
all academic circles. It is a fre-
quent enough sin that, ironically, 
there are whole academic cir-
cles dedicated to its study.)

The problem is, so much 
time and energy has been spent 
on these highest-and-deepest 
points of lore, that the world that 
surrounds it has often fallen by 
the wayside. The natural con-
sequence of hyperfocus on the 
academic is the neglect of the 
bread-and-potatoes baseness 
of everyday existence, the taxes 
and laundry soap and ditch-dig-
ging that keeps the world mov-
ing along. That might sound fine 
enough, for those who simply 
wish to study the deep-meta, 
those who reach only for that 
stardust and nothing more. Why, 
they reasonably argue, would 
anyone bother with the boring, 

Photo by Steffan Schnur, Getty Images
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countless swarm of normal, 
mortal lives, unimportant and 
essential, just getting by as best 
they can, each the star of their 
own tiny epic. Without them, the 
tent pole holds up nothing, be-
comes a dry stick in a desert, 
and the ivory of our walls los-
es its luster. Without them, this 
beautiful, intricate world may as 
well be a matte backdrop paint-
ed on a wall, all our great dis-
course nothing but a numbing 
drone.  

This world is alive. You can’t 
live on ambrosia, and there’s 
flesh on this world’s bones still 
begging to be torn free and sa-
vored. Bite into the meat, taste 
its salt and let its gore nourish 
you. Dig your fingers into the dirt 
and tell me what secrets you find 
there, far from the stars. Show 
me how the rains fall on Crag-
lorn heath, show me what Niben 
crawfish smell like as they sizzle 
in the pan, show me which flow-
er makes the best dye and which 
breed of goat flourishes in the 
swamps of southern Cyrodiil. 
Show me how the sunlight falls 
through the cloth of an Alik’r 

tent, show me how the dust 
rises from the flanks of a bear 
as it scratches against the re-
mains of an Oblivion gate, show 
me how the Dunmeri firedancer 
feels as magicka winds through 
their veins like hot wire. Show 
me all the innumerable secrets 
you find, hidden and vital in the 
undergrowth you thought your-
self too good to search. Show 
me life, in all its muddy little de-
tails. 

Trace the path of a soul from 
man, to beetle, to man again, to 
the food of Daedra, to the last 
song of a dying star. See how the 
contrast of mundanity makes 
the glory of the high and holy 
so much brighter, how the grime 
and patina burnishes dimension 
into the gold that would other-
wise lie flat and dull. 

Show me a world worthy of 
so much devotion. Let me see it 
through your eyes, your words, 
your hands. Then stand back 
atop the tower once more, if you 
desire, and see how much more 
beautiful the view is now. 

which beginners grow into old 
masters is actively viewed as 
lesser, unworthy, unimportant 
by the least-desirable corners 
of the Elder Scrolls fandom. This 
is, those scoffing beacons of 
self-importance insist, the dif-
ference between Their Brilliant 
Apocrypha and Mere Fanfiction, 
as though any of it made the 
slightest difference.

Everyone remembers the 
kings and conquerors, the grand 
mages and the legendary war-
riors, the high priests and de-
termined plane-walkers whose 
fictional pens laid the founda-
tions for our gleaming spires of 
essay and assertion. But none 
of it would matter, were it not for 
the thousands of unnoticed sto-
ries woven into every step of the 
Grand Heroic journeys: the sta-
ble boy who tended the mounts, 
the servant who refilled the 
Archmage’s inkwells, the farmer 
who first coaxed grain from the 
thirsting fields of Rorikstead, the 
hunter’s dog who tracked down 
the King’s venison. 

This is what that grand tent 
pole of the Aurbis shelters: a 

Editorial
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“Elder Scrolls Legends: Portal to Oblivion“  |  Illustration courtesy of Luthien-Aredhel, DeviantArt
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An account of a Breton 
soldier, a survivor of a battle 
fought between Bretons and 
Yokudans at Bangkorai Pass 
(dated to circa 9th century of 
the First Era)

In the Battle of the Pass, 
the old legends were giv-
en form 

again. Trust my 
account, for I 
was there, when 
we Bretons held 
off the relent-
less Yokudans 
and halted their 
advance.

We heard re-
ports of what 
were they ca-
pable of. 
Thousands of 
elves and even 
our own coun-
trymen fell be-
neath the shin-
ing swords of the 
few. Our knights, 
despite wearing 
plate and car-
rying shields, 
were simply 
cleft in twain 
whenever one 
of those, who 
called them-
selves Ansei, 
swung their blade. No armour, 
no magic, not even the skill 
to parry, could measure up to 

what the dark devils wielded. 
Bretony was doomed to fall.

But some of us remembered 
the old stories. Our ancestors 
were in similar situations be-
fore, and prevailed. When the 
Nords raided our strongholds 
in the east, they had their 
Tongues, whose Voices were 
powerful enough to knock 
open a gate, call down a thun-
derstorm, or bury men alive. 
When the Kragen coveted the 

Reach from us and went to 
take it for themselves, they 
played their colossal brass in-

struments beneath the ground, 
and our towers danced to their 
music until they fell. When the 
Direnni defended their right to 
our servitude in their fields and 
beds, they sent down powerful 
magics to drown our warriors 
until our resolve was broken.

But we survived through all 
that. The warrior druids were 
with us then, and they would 
be once again. When they 
hummed their tune of peace, 

taught to them 
by the dragons 
who lead us to 
this land, they 
were invulnera-
ble. When a line 
of the druids 
stood against 
the formation of 
Tongues, they 
blocked their 
Shouts and re-
flected them 
back, and our 
s t r o n g h o l d s 
were saved. 
When they sang 
their quiet song 
to the earth it-
self, the trem-
ors from the 
Dwarven ma-
chines ceased. 
And when the 
Direnni sought 
to smother our 
rebel knights in 
magefire, the 
warrior druids 

were marching with them, and 
they drank the spells so the 
knights could live and win our 

How the Bretons
Withstood the Ansei

slovakiin
Contributing Writer

“Salagar Feynn”  |  Illustration courtesy of Aerwindale, DeviantArt

https://www.deviantart.com/aerwindale
https://www.deviantart.com/lyhlitheluminescent
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freedom.
In the Bangkorai Garrison, 

our men were losing all hope, 
for the Ansei were an unstop-
pable calamity. If the Pass were 
to be breeched, all Bretons 
would’ve met the fate of the 
Corelanya clan, and be con-
demned to oblivion. But some 
of us had hope. We had faith 
that the warrior druids would 
appear in the hour of need. 
We prayed to their patrons - 
to Kyna, Julien, Bormeau and 
even Galen, the land itself - so 
they would come. And come 
they did.

Just like in the oldest leg-
ends. They were old men of 
wild appearance, in flowing 
white robes stained by dirt 
and grass, with long hair and 
beards, showing their unend-
ing wisdom to the world. They 
wielded spears, sickles and 
clubs, but their true power 
came from within, and I con-
sider myself blessed for having 
the opportunity to witness it.

When the Yokudan horde 
appeared on the horizon, it 
was dawning. The Ansei, their 
dark skin encrusted in blood 
of the Bretons they have slain, 
were leading the charge. They 
held their glowing, unnatural 
blades high and ready, aim-
ing to simply shred the walls 
of the Garrison into rubble, 
but they never had the oppor-
tunity. With the warrior druids 
amongst us, we did not cower 
inside the fortress. We were in 
the field, intending to meet the 
dark host head on.

The druids stood in a line, in 
the front. Their weapons were 
sheathed, and they were sing-
ing. A powerful, low hum was 
emanating from their chests, 
charging the air around them 
with long forgotten magicks 
that only the dragons knew. The 
skin of the druids vibrated with 

the same pow-
er, and it was 
as if their forms 
shimmered. The 
Ansei charged 
mindlessly into 
our lines, in-
tending to cut 
into the seem-
ingly help-
less old men 
with their spir-
it swords, and 
ending their 
lives forever.

But their 
blades nev-
er made im-
pact. Too late 
the Yokudan 
bladesmen re-
alized that the 
skin of the sag-
es was not skin 
anymore, but 
instead, dragon 
scales in es-
sence, imbued with a song old-
er than their sword song. When 
each spirit sword cut into 
a warrior druid, it shattered 
into brightly shining embers, 
and Ansei were left disarmed, 
confused, and clutching their 
heads in pain.

That is when the druids 
stepped aside, and our knights 
took the lead, sending the 
Ansei to their maker. The first 
wave of the angered Yokudans 
clashed with our lines, and we 
fought them and withstood 
their assault. The spirit of our 
enemy was wavering, having 
seen their leaders perish so 
unceremoniously, and soon; 
they were on the run.

Never again would the 
Ansei challenge the borders of 
Bretony, for the druids would 
not suffer them to do so. They 
are the protectors of our land, 
and whenever the odds are 
unfairly stacked against us, 

the leave their hidden covens 
and come aid us. Their dragon 
song is a defense we need in 
order to be safe from unnatu-
ral weapons of our neighbours, 
but one that is wasted on mun-
dane enemies or conquests 
started by Breton kings. Even if 
we can rely on the druids, we 
must not grow lazy.

The warrior druids may be 
the dragon skin of our people, 
but what makes us strong runs 
deeper than that. Just like their 
example shows us, fairness 
and an even playing field are 
important when considering a 
battle. That is why our knights 
swear to be honourable and 
uphold fairness. May the he-
roes of the Battle of the Pass, 
the warrior druids, set a good 
example for our people for 
centuries to come.

“Ansei in armor”  |  Illustration by Lutemoth for Tamriel Rebuilt, DeviantArt

https://red-aardvark.deviantart.com/
https://www.deviantart.com/tamriel-rebuilt
https://www.deviantart.com/lyhlitheluminescent
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Note from the Editor: All man-
uscripts by this author have been 
submitted to the Press by a large, 
imposing, humanoid figure. While 
this figure appears to be vaguely 
masculine, during all encounters 
it has worn a cloak that obscures 
its features; as such, the staff 
is unable to provide a more ac-
curate physical description. We 
additionally suspect that this 
being is using Illusion magic to 
alter their appearance. As a con-
dition of publication, the editors 
demanded the author to identify 
themselves. Commandant Clever 
has only revealed its name, the 
fact it is a pseudonym, and that 
it is associated with the Imperial 
Legion in some capacity, leav-
ing immediately afterwards via 
teleportation. This is their first 
submission. After much debate, 
the editorial team has decided to 
publish these manuscripts. This 
is their first submission; we be-
lieve that the quality of its work 
speaks for itself.

For far too long, this author 
has been forced to direct 
their eyeballs in the gen-

eral direction of the nearing-il-
literate scrawlings of one Usepp 
Arteusorre. How one so other-

wise ignorant manages to pro-
duce such a large body of work 
brings to mind the aphorism of 
quantity over quality. While re-
covering from the headaches 
brought upon by reading dear 
Usepp’s works, this author was 
able to pinpoint the most basic 
sins that typify most all his driv-
el- a staid and stodgy tendency 
towards that which seems “sim-
ple” or “mundane”, and an unwill-
ingness to expound upon that 
which is not explicitly discussed. 

However, the straw that broke 
this author’s metaphorical back 
was Arteusorre’s recent exam-
ination on the structure of the 
Soul, and some of the outra-
geous claims it made, such as its 
indivisible nature, and an asser-
tion that Black and White souls 
are merely a mortal conveyance. 
These errors are clearly a result 
of the prior urges mentioned, but 
just as well dear Usepp appears 
to have excluded works that dis-
agree with his more simplistic 
interpretations of metaphysics, 
such as those examining the na-
ture of the Vestiges active during 
the Interregnum. But worry not, 
dear reader! 

For I, the constant collator of 
cryptic content, Commandant 
Clever, shall share with you my 
knowledge in an attempt to right 
those whom have been misguid-

ed by the ramblings of Arteu-
sorre.

Attached to the manuscript is 
this image.

What most common folk think 
of as a “soul,” if they happen to 
ponder such deeper questions 
at all, is merely a single part of a 
greater whole. 

To truly imagine the struc-
ture of a Soul, one must start 
with an entire being. And to tru-
ly understand the structure of a 
being, one must picture an Egg. 
The body is, of course, the Shell 
in which the soul resides. One 
breaks the shell, and what is in-
side comes irrevocably pouring 
out; similarly, enough harm to a 
being leads to the soul natural-
ly and permanently parting from 
the body. Most prominent inside 
of an egg is the Yolk, the nutrient 
store of the developing being. 

So to is the Animus, the most 
well-known aspect of the whole. 
The raw power-source of a soul, 
the Animus appears colorless or 
white to mortals, hence the name 
“White Soul” for these more com-
monly-found phenomena. This is 
akin to how mortals perceive the 
Void of Oblivion as the dark, night 
sky as opposed to formless cha-
os. 

The author suspects that 
this mortal interpretation of that 
which it cannot properly perceive 

Commandant Clever
Contributing Writer

On the Nature of Souls

“SKYRIM The sky of the Soul Cairn”  |  Screenshot courtesy of SPARTAN22294, DeviantArt

https://imgur.com/a/q5Y8u1U
https://www.deviantart.com/spartan22294
https://www.deviantart.com/lyhlitheluminescent
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Animus is only the most 
prominently visible part 
of a soul. 

Within their Ani-
mus, all creatures are 
possessed of what is 
known as the AE, akin to 
how a yolk contains that 
which will develop into 
the entire creature. This 
part of the soul escapes 
simple definition, but 
can be simply thought 
of the sense of self-be-
ing and personhood 
that is most prominent-
ly displayed by Man and 
Mer. However, this is a 
gross simplification of 
the concept. 

Everything that this 
being is, is of the AE- the 
totality of their person-

ality, all of their hopes, dreams, 
preferences, thoughts, opinions, 
drives, how they interact with 
others & the world around them. 
The strength of one’s AE dyes the 
Animus; the greater the self-con-
cept possessed by the creature, 
the darker the tint of its soul. This 
is why the term “Black Soul” is 
used to describe those souls of 
sapient creatures. 

And that is also why it is ab-
horrent to Arkay and the other Di-
vines to utilize Black Souls- these 
things are not merely sources of 
power, but entire other beings in 
and of themselves, and utilizing 
them as power sources is a vio-
lation of the very concept of self-
hood to the highest degree. 

A being’s AE will struggle 
mightily against this violation 
and, were it not for Mannimarco’s 
ascension as the Necromancer’s 
Moon, likely succeed as its free-
dom is enforced by one of the 
beings who comprises the very 
fabric of existence.

As a soul dissipates, it re-
turns to the Dreamsleeve, the 
collective unconsciousness that 

is the source of the idea that the 
very concept itself is a mortal 
construct, rather than a mor-
tal mind’s rationalization of the 
fantastic it can perceive but not 
properly understand.

Upon death, the Animus re-
turns to Dreamsleeve where it 
then dissipates, but the art of 
soul capture allows this to be hi-
jacked at the very moment of a 
creature’s death (or longer, if one 
is particularly accomplished at 
necromancy), enabling the Ani-
mus to be used as a rather potent 
power source for various magical 
means. 

]Various sources have also 
called the Animus, “the essence 
of the mind.” While this is not 
strictly correct, as we will see lat-
er on in this model, the Animus is 
a necessary component for any 
processes remotely resembling 
life, being the source of pow-
er that is drawn upon to cause 
them. 

A being with a compromised 
Animus will feel notably weaker, 
physically, mentally, and magi-
cally; if the process continues, 

they become shambling husks, 
going through the motions of 
life, before simply… ceasing to do 
anything at all, merely existing 
in a state of constant catatonia. 
Just as well, there are recorded 
cases of particularly particular-
ly strong animus “flavoring,” for 
lack of better term, the item that 
their soul was used to enchant. 
The most prominent example 
is that of the Soul Sword of the 
Redguard. 

The soul of Prince A’tor was 
captured upon his death during 
the Battle of Hunding Bay, in an 
attempt to resurrect the monarch 
at a later time. However the at-
tempt was unsuccessful, as the 
Animus did not re-enter the body 
of A’tor, but his sword, which be-
came possessed of a will of its 
own, able to move on its own and 
communicate with other beings 
to a limited degree.

Most creatures are only pos-
sessed of a white soul, being 
mostly uninspired clumps of 
Animus, without much greater 
complexity beyond that. Howev-
er, much like an egg, the yolk of 

“The Soul is Eternal”  |  Illustration courtesy of GrimweaverArt, DeviantArt

https://www.deviantart.com/grimweaverart
https://www.deviantart.com/lyhlitheluminescent
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suffuses all creatures and the 
mechanism through which mor-
tal souls are recycled. The vast 
majority of souls, sapient or oth-
erwise, are refreshed, with one’s 
Animus dissipating as its AE is 
overwritten with junk data into a 
new being. However, devotion to 
certain powerful beings, such as 
Aedra and Daedra, allows for the 
preservation of one’s AE within 
their respective afterlife. 

The patron being absorbs the 
Animus of its client being into 
itself, and as such the less pow-
erful being’s AE is preserved as 
an aspect of a greater whole. Ad-
ditionally, there are certain me-
metic complexes that exist in the 
Dreamsleeve, rogue remnants of 
souls who hijack the process of 
overwriting souls to insert their 
own selves into new beings. 
The most prominent examples 
of these are the Nerevarine and 
Shezzarine prophecies. 

On the other hand, souls that 
are captured within gems are 
shunted into the realm known 
as the Soul Cairn. While most of 

a soul’s Animus remains within 
the gem, its AE and any expend-
ed animus are drained into this 
dreary realm, a miserable exis-
tence dictated by the whims of 
that realm’s gaolers, the Ideal 
Masters.

However, there is yet another 
part of an egg, one that is often 
overlooked- that is, the liquid 
surrounding the yolk. From the 
interplay of Animus & AE flow 
the Waters of Memory, the fluid, 
third part of a soul that is sourced 
from, suffuses, and surrounds 
the greater part of the whole. 
The strength of the AE of any in-
dividual Soul dictates the flow, 
and thus clarity, of the Waters of 
Memory from its given soul, and 
it is this that causes black souls 
to appear dark to mortal eyes. 

The author wishes to draw 
attention to the three verbs used 
to describe Memory. It does not 
merely surround the Animus and 
AE; rather, they soak within its 
embrace, slowly becoming mar-
inaded by the seasoning of self 
that Memory imparts. It is this 

fluid that may cause the Ani-
mus to remember echoes of that 
which it once was, seeping into 
the energy and giving it meaning 
beyond raw power. 

Memory causes a mass of 
Animus to become the Self’s An-
imus; in turn, this self-infused 
power enables one’s AE to better 
know oneself, forming Memory 
of greater quality and quantity. 
This is also why younger and less 
complex beings tend to demon-
strate a lesser degree of self- 
their Animus is less tinted with 
its own selfhood than that of an 
older, or more complex being.

Weaker AE, such as that of a 
mouse, produce basic recollec-
tions, transparent of much sense 
of self; stronger AE produce 
well-remembered narratives, 
dyed deep with a being’s own 
personal interpretations of hap-
penstances. It helps here to pic-
ture a puddle first, and then the 
ocean- the puddle is the Memo-
ry produced by a single mouse, 
shallow and transparent; the 
ocean is the single largest store 
of Memory that we are aware of, 
deep and dark as it is comprised 
of the Memory of countless be-
ings. When a being dies, the Wa-
ter of Memory leaks from their 
body, eventually becoming one 
with the rest of the waters of this 
world, mixing with the Memory of 
other beings. 

This jumbled Memory es-
capes mortal comprehension, 
but mages with enough power 
and know-how are able to ex-
tract individual memories from 
the accretion, given enough time 
and an idea of what to look for. 
It is also this Memory that wash-
es over the Animi and AE of dead 
souls, slowly stripping them of 
their self by overwriting the soul 
with this garbled information.

“Assorted Soul Gems 1”  |  Photo courtesy of Indiliel, DeviantArt

https://www.deviantart.com/indiliel
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Ashlander Naming 
Conventions

Re-examined by Ansirapli Man-Samsi

There have been previous 
attempts to establish 
a naming convention 

for Ashlanders. These attempts 
to create a system have simply 
reduced their naming convention 
to a combination of prefixes and 
suffixes. However, Ashlander names 
are actually inspired by Babylonian 
(as well as Assyrian and Akkadian). 
This new Ashlander naming 
convention is heavily inspired by 
Babylonian naming conventions; 
therefore, it is necessary to briefly 
review how Babylonian names were 
created.

Assyrian, Akkadian, and Babylonian 
Names

These naming rules were specific 
to mostly northern Babylonia, as 
Assyrian and Akkadian influences 
are very prevalent in Ashlander 
names. 

There are a couple of core 
rules that dictated the creation of 
Babylonian names. First, Babylonian 
names, unlike many modern naming 
systems, were not patronymic. 
In fact, Babylonians did not have 
surnames at all. This leads us to 
the second rule: Babylonian names 
were full sentences that were 
typically theophoric. That is to say, 
their names included the name 
of a god or divine being, and their 
names praised these beings or held 
them in reverence. Non-theophoric 
names did occur, but they were 
highly unusual. The third basic rule 

of a Babylonian name was that they 
were sentences that were built using 
a subject, and object, and a predicate 
(though there were cases of names 
that lacked an object). Below is a list 
of real names from across different 
time periods of Babylonia, with 
translations included (courtesy of 
this collection of largely Assyrian 
names):

Adad-dan: Adad is judge
Ashur-rabi: Ashur is great
Marduk-apal-iddin: Marduk has 

given a son
Musallim-Nashi: Nashu 

preserves me
Abi-ul-idi: I did not know my 

father
*Adad, Ashur, Marduk, and Nashu 

were the names of Babylonian gods

All social classes used the 
theophoric naming system, 
regardless if the person was a slave 
or a king. It should be noted, however, 
that it was difficult to find many 
records of the names of women or 
queens. Therefore, the proposed 
Ashlander naming convention will 
treat the names of men and women 
equally.

Proposed Ashlander Naming 
Convention

A Note on Name Formatting
Morrowind formats many 

Ashlander names in two parts 
(e.g. Minnibi Selkin-Adda, 
Hairan Mannanalit, and Dun-Ilu 
Assurnumausur). However, some 
names lack a second part (e.g. 
Emul-Ran, Senipu, and Zaba). There 

is a twofold explanation for these 
inconsistencies: first, Ashlanders 
have a purely oral tradition, which 
would make it difficult to consistently 
document their names into a 
Tamrielic writing system. Second, 
Tamrielic names often include a 
proper name and a surname (e.g. 
Imperials and Dunmer). There is no 
consistency with how an Ashlander’s 
name is formatted. A general rule is 
that names include no more than 
one hyphen and one space. City-
dwelling Ashlanders would be more 
concerned with how their names are 
written, as the format would need 
to be consistent for census records, 
legal documents, and personal 
letters. For Traditional Ashlanders, 
format is less important.

Surnames
Like Babylonian names, 

Ashlanders do not have surnames. 
Ashlanders do not list the name of 
their tribe or family within their own 
name. So, unlike other Tamrielic 
naming conventions, do not provide 
an Ashlander with a surname 
(unless they married into a non-
Ashlander culture or took a surname 
intentionally). Even though some 
Ashlander names are formatted 
as two names, Ashlander names 
are actually sentences; therefore, 
putting a space in their name is 
simply formatting the sentence in 
two parts. City-dwelling Ashlanders 
may use the second half of their 
name as a surname for ease of 
documentation, but it is not a true 
surname at all (it is simply half of 
their true name).

Features

“‘Inktober - Ashlander Camp” | Illustration by SnowyAvis, DeviantArt
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“The Great Houses - Ashlander”   |  Photo by Isugi, DeviantArt 

A, H, K, M, N, S, SH, T, U, Y, Z (e.g. Han, 
Tinti)

ii. Letters that cannot begin a 
name: E, O, L

iii. Vowels that can be included: 
a, e, i, u

iv. Vowels that are never included: 
ae, ai, au, o

v. Consonants that can be 
included: bb, d, dd, h, mm, n, r, s, sh, 
ss, t

d. Proper names – regardless of 
gender – never begin with the letters 
B, D, I, P, R, or W

3. There are some letters and 
sounds that do not exist in Ashlander 
names or words at all, and thus, must 
be avoided: *c, *ch, f, g, j, q, and x

a. *The only exception to these 
rules is Conoon Chodala; however, 
he is a ghost, and there are no 
modern Ashlanders whose names 
include these letters

The following is a list of new 
proper names created using the 
three rules:

Male: Har, Harai, Kasar, Onat, 
Osur, Udal, Yin, Zusi

Female: Ensi, Essa, Haeli, Nabia, 
Nummi, Shadu, Ziba

Neutral: Habi, Sudda, Tammu, 
Ulad, Ussi, Zebi

At this stage, an Ashlander’s 
name is technically complete, as 
some of them are simply named for 
an ancestor, and they do not have a 
sentence-length name. Sentence-
length names are not difficult to 
make, however, and they also have 
easy-to-follow rules.

Sentence-Length Proper Names
Sentence-length names follow 

one of three formats:

1. Describing an ancestor, 
praising a quality of theirs, and/or 
entrusting the child to the ancestor’s 
protection: “Kausi is great,” “Antu is 
lordly,” or, “Shina loves [this child] 
dearly”

2. Declarations of an heir, 
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Proper Names
Ashlander names come in one 

of two forms: either, their names are 
simply a proper name without any 
other components (e.g. Yen, Lanabi, 
and Zebba), or, their name is a full 
sentence (e.g. Kanat Assaltammis 
and Mamaea Ashun-Idantus). Below 
is a list of proper names directly lifted 
from Morrowind’s NPCs:

Male: Ainab, Kanat, Kanit, Kausi, 
Kind, Kund, Massor, Mausur, Mut, 
Nirait, Oda, Sal, Satus, Ula, Ulath, Ya, 
Zalit, Zallit

Female: Addu, Adur, Antu, Elu, 
Hansi, Kammu, Kummu, Lanabi, 
Maela, Maeli, Mid, Nirai, Sen, Shina, 
Uli, Zaba, Zabi

Gender Neutral: Adad, Adda, 
Addar, Adid, Adur, Ahan, Antu, Antus, 
Asha, Ashar, Ashi, Ashu, Assa, Asse, 
Assi, Assur, Ha, Han, Kummi, Mal, 
Nummu, Sadda, Saddas, Shara, 
Shin, Tinti, Tis, Udad, Ushar, Yan, Yen, 
Zebba, Zan, Zen, Zenn

Ashlander names, unlike 
Babylonian names, are not 
theophoric. Babylonian gods exist 
in the names of Ashlanders, though 
(for example, Adad). Because 
Ashlanders practice ancestor 
worship, rather than their names 
being theophoric, Ashlanders are 
named for a significant ancestor. 
This keeps the naming convention 
lore-consistent. So, for example, an 
Ashlander son could be named Oda, 
for his great-grandfather who was 
a famed gulakhan. All of the above 
examples are based on existing 
names. Below is a set of lore-friendly 
rules that allow you to create a new 
proper name:

1. The proper name can be no 
more than two syllables long

a. Examples of one syllable 
names: Mal, Yan, Sen

b. Examples of two syllable 
names: Adda, Kausi, Zebba

2. Proper names can only include 
certain letters

a. Male-exclusive rules:
i. Letters that can begin a name: 

A, H, K, M, N, O, S, U, Y, Z (e.g. Oda, Ya)
ii. Letters that cannot begin a 

name: E, L
iii. Vowels that can be included: 

a, ai, au, i, u, o
iv. Vowels that are never included: 

e, ae
v. Consonants that can be 

included (after the first letter): b, d, l, 
n, r, s, ss, t, th

b. Female-exclusive rules:
i. Letters that can begin a name: 

A, E, H, K, L, M, N, S, U, Y, Z (e.g. Elu, 
Hansi, Lanabi)

ii. Letters that cannot begin a 
name: O

iii. Vowels that can be included: 
a, ae, ai, e, i, u

iv. Vowels that are never included: 
o, au

v. Consonants that can be 
included (after the first letter): b, d, 
dd, l, mm, n, r, s, t

c. Gender neutral rules:
i. Letters that can begin a name: 

https://www.deviantart.com/isugi
http://tomorrowindtoday.com/
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provided by an ancestor: “Oda is 
giver of an heir,” “Ya gives a brother,” 
or, “Sadda has replaced [the previous 
child]”

3. Unusual names: “I did not 
know my father,” “What shall I say?,” 
or, “Han, I cried for thee”

a. It is worth noting that 
this category of names is very 
uncommon. An Ashlander with a 
name in this format will turn heads, 
often for the wrong reasons.

While these guidelines are 
useful, they cannot be acted upon 
without a dictionary. The following 
is a basic dictionary that uses a mix 
of Babylonian words and unique-ly 
Velothi words. These definitions are 
by no means official; however, all 
of the words themselves are lore-
friendly, as they are all derived from 
the names of Morrowind’s Ashlander 
NPCs:

Sample Velothi Dictionary
Key:
+ female-only words
*male-only words
^words that almost always 

appear at the end of a name (avoid 
using multiples of these in names)

Nouns:
-abu: father
o –abi: my father
-ahu: brother, sister
o –ahhi: my brother, my sister
-ammu, -ummu: mother, my 

mother
^*-apal, *-ipal: son, son of
^+-apli, ^+-rapli: daughter, 

daughter of
-esur: eldest child, eldest son, 

eldest daughter
^-ilu: noble, devout, faithful; or, a 

reference to an ancestor
^-ipu, -ipul: child, child of
*-kit: warrior, fighter (implying 

physical prowess)
+-mil +-milk: counsel, my 

counsel
-samsi: sun, my sun

*-sel, *-selk: advisor, leader, a 
Gulakhan or Ashkhan

-shi: gift, present (e.g. “this child 
is a gift”)

*-usur, *-ussur: eldest son, eldest 
son of

Verbs:
^*-ael, -bael: to protect, protected 

by
-alit, -allit: to know, to be known 

by
-amat: is loved, praised, exalted
*-amma, *-samma: to preserve
^-babi, -bibi: is faithful, to be 

faithful
-dan, -idan: to judge, is judged by 

[ancestor]
^-erib: to reward
^-iran, -^ran: to replace, is 

replaced
-isun, -issun: to watch, to be 

watched over; to be guided by
-sour: give, to give; to provide

Adjectives:
+-beb, +-bebi: caring, gentle 

(femn.)
-musa: good, loyal
-nabi, -nabia: great, is great
+-niri: wise (feminine)
*-numa: mighty, fierce
-rari: swift, surefooted
-shah: grace, with grace, graceful
*-sub, *-suba: wise (masculine)
*-tab: caring, gentle, kind (masc.)

Interrogative:
-man, -manu: who, who is like
The sample dictionary is in no 

way official, but all of the words are 
lore-friendly. Feel free to provide 
different meanings to these words. 
However, for the sake of example, 
the following names were designed 
using the above definitions.

Male:
Zusi-numa-usur: The mighty 

son of Zusi
Tab-har-dan: Kind Har judges 

[this child]
Osur-shi-bael: This gift is 

protected by Osur

Ula-kit-ahhi-musa-ran: Loyal 
warrior Ula has replaced the brother

Female:
Ziba-milk: Ziba is my counsel
Niri-ensi-apli: Daughter of wise 

Ensi
Haeli-esur-erib: Haeli rewards us 

with an eldest daughter
Elu-shah-sour-ipu: Graceful Elu 

provides a child

Gender Neutral:
Sudda-sour-ipul: Sudda 

provides a child
Ussi-nabi-esur-iran: Great Ussi 

replaces the eldest child
Habi-rari-dan: Swift Habi judges 

[this child]
Tammu-musa-bibi: Loyal 

Tammu is faithful

These names were formatted 
with hyphens in order to make the 
separation of words more apparent. 
Ashlander names, though, are written 
with no more than one hyphen and 
one space. 

Therefore, there are a variety of 
options when it comes to formatting 
a sentence-length name. Ussi-nabi-
esur-iran, for example, could be 
formatted as Ussinabi Esuriran, or as 
Ussi Nabi-Esuriran, or as Ussinabi 
Esur-iran.

As a final note, this naming 
convention did not use the names 
of ESO’s Ashlander NPCs. This is 
because their names do not clearly 
follow Babylonian naming formats. 
This naming convention can be 
used for an ESO Ashlander player 
character, however. 

Not only was the purpose for 
this proposed naming convention to 
create Ashlander characters whose 
names are both meaningful and lore-
friendly, but also to provide insight 
into the values and complexities of 
Velothi culture.
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Magic for People With Little 
Time on Their Hands 

Drelyne Sarethi
Professor of the College of 

Winterhold

of the world and the thoughts of 
others.

Illusion Magic is ‘classified’ 
in three main forms: Behavioural 
Manipulation, Mental 
Manipulation and Sensory 
Manipulation. However, there are 
some lesser known forms that are 
also classified as Illusion Magic, 
such as Sympathetic Magic.

 
Part I: Behavioural Manipulation

Behavioural Manipulation is 
the most commonly used form 
of Illusion Magic, as it is the 
most overt – whilst other forms 
require a keen awareness of both 
the target and the surroundings, 
Behavioural Manipulation is more 
of a…brute force effect, so to 
speak.

Simply put, this category of 
spells acts more like a drug than 
a true illusion. The Runic Matrix 
causes Magicka to be forced 
into the targets brain, altering the 

Chapter Three: On Illusion

Illusion is a curious form of 
magic, in that despite its most 
common uses being geared 

towards the violation of another’s 
mind, most do not appear to mind 
the presence of an Illusionist nor 
its casting. It is possible that this 
is the case because the effective 
use of Illusion magic requires the 
keenest minds and the subtlest 
touches, or potentially because 
the use of Illusion magic is so 
rarely noticed by any but the 
caster.

According to the College of 
Winterhold, Illusion Magic is 
defined as all magic the influences 
the thoughts or actions of another, 
alters the senses, or manipulates 
the mind. This incorporates spells 
that affect memory, the perception 

thought patterns and causing 
some behavioural change, much 
like poisons or alcohol do.

There are four main forms of 
Behavioural Manipulation: Spells 
that induce a Fury, those that 
induce Fear, those that Inspire 
and those that induce Calm. 
Fury Matrices are marked with a 
Neht (N) and cause the target to 
fly into an uncontrollable rage, 
essentially a form of psychosis. 
Fear Matrices are marked with 
a Cess (C) and cause the target 
to be compelled to flee the area. 
Inspiration Matrices, marked 
by an Iya (I), cause the target to 
lose their inhibitions and become 
more…energetic, so to speak. 
Calm Matrices are all marked with 
a Roht (R), and force the target to 
relax, or in some cases, fall into a 
slumber.

Interestingly, despite the most 
common uses for these spells 
being in combat, or by those with 
malicious intent, Behavioural 
Manipulation is useful for the 
purposes of healing. The Calm 
spells can be used to reduce 
pain and ease panicking patients, 
whilst the other forms can be 
useful in the act of treating mental 
disorders and illnesses.

 Part II: Mental Manipulation
The spells classified as 

Mental Manipulation are typically 
focused on the altering of memory 
and thoughts. Suggestions on 
courses of action, brainwashing 
through magical means and the 
erasure, extraction and alteration 
of memories all fall under the 
purview of Mental Manipulation. 

“Lilith”  |   Illustration by Nord-Sol, DeviantArt

https://www.deviantart.com/nord-sol
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The Runic Matrices for these sorts 
of spells are difficult to identify, 
at least for those unlearned in 
mytho-mathematics, who cannot 
identify the various equations 
involved in the spell. However, 
some common characteristics 
that exist within the matrices for 
these spells are the Daedric Runes 
Doht (D), Seht (S) and Web (W).

 
Part III: Sensory Manipulation

Despite the rather simplistic 
name, Sensory Manipulation is an 
exceptionally broad category of 
Illusion Magic. Although one might 
expect, and rightly so, that most 
Sensory Manipulation magic 
focuses on manipulating 
the senses of others, 
spells that induce 
night vision, greater 
hearing sensitivity and 
stronger senses of 
taste are also forms 
of this magic.

The most 
commonly used 
Sensory Manipulations 
spells are those that 
muffle the noise of one’s 
movement or prevent one 
from being seen. 

It is important to note 
that these kinds of spells do 
not actually reduce the amount 
of noise one makes or turn 
them invisible – that would, for 
instance, make the spellcaster 
invisible to themselves as well, 
which is a rather terrible idea. 

What these spells actually 
do is either affect the ability for 
others around the caster, usually 
within a certain radius, to accept 
sensory information, or causes 
a ‘suggestion’ in their mind to 
ignore the information the caster 
wishes to obscure. The Matrices 
of the former are commonly 
marked with the Daedric Rune 
Roht (R), while the latter tend to 
bear the Sigil Iya (I). 

It is important to note that, 

in accordance with Vanto’s 
Third Law, the more one makes 
themselves (or something else) 
unnoticeable, the more people 
become aware that there is 
something missing, and thus 
revealing that something is amiss, 
even if one cannot determine 
exactly what is obscured.

The self-affecting sensory 
manipulation spells are 
remarkably useful for everyday life. 
The ability to increase the strength 
of one’s hearing, to improve their 
a b i l i t y to see 

in the dark – the 
usefulness of this cannot be 
understated. Unfortunately, the 
spells are incredibly complex, and 
can be incredibly ris ky to use, as 
they do involve altering one’s own 
mind. 

I distinctly remember a report 
from several years ago about 
a mage from the Mage’s Guild, 
back when it was still a functional 
organisation, who accidentally 
liquified a third if his brain in an 
attempt to greatly improve his 
vision. He did not survive.

 

Part IV: Minor Illusory Magics

The lesser known forms of 
Illusion magic are, more often 
than not, either incredibly difficult 
to perform, or purely for novelty. 

Some of the more eccentric 
mages of Tamriel have been 
known to utilise Illusion magic 
to record and play music in their 
laboratories and offices, while 
others enjoy using it to create 
copies of blueprints or maps to 
trace out onto sheets of paper 
or parchment. I have heard, 
recently, of a number of houses 
of ill repute that advertise the use 

of Illusion magic to heighten 
the sensations, in much the 

same way that the use of 
narcotics might. 

Having not visited 
them myself, nor 
spoken to anyone who 
has, I am unable to 
confirm whether they 
do use Illusion magic 
in these institutions, 
or even if Illusion 
Magic can be used in 

this manner at all.
Arguably the most 

dangerous form of 
Illusion Magic, however, is 

Sympathetic Magic. It is a 
rather odious form of magic 

that convinces the mind of the 
target that they are linked to a 
simulacrum of their form – a small 
doll or other effigy, for instance – 
and produces the sensation within 
the target of anything performed 
on the simulacrum. Stabbing the 
effigy with a pin, for instance, 
would cause a stabbing pain 
within the target. The use of this 
sort of magic is morally dubious 
at best, or a crime deserving of 
capital punishment at worst, 
depending on the regional laws.

“Illusion Amulet”  |   Illustration by consigned-2-oblivion, DeviantArt

https://www.deviantart.com/consigned-2-oblivion
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“On the Banks of Lake Honrich”  |  Illustration courtesy of Maya Gilstrom, Instagram

Banu Hanimasaishi
Contributing Writer

The Land of Song
not his father like so many others. 
As Ruptga got other spirits to 
follow his lead, Irfaan went his 
own way, for he was his Father’s 
son, and wished to honour his 
Father. Just as stories are passed 
from generation to generation, so 
too are knowledge and wisdom. 
Irfaan was born knowing full well 
his purpose.

With the unbinding of Satak’s 
Light came chaos, and it wasn’t 
until the birth of Satakal that 
Irfaan brought LAW. But as Law 
was brought to creation, so too 
was the Peacock Angel that was 
born of Light and LAW yet was 
neither. The Peacock Angel was 
Mirror-Brother to Irfaan, and so 
they were alike and unalike.

In its beautifully coloured tail, 
the Peacock Angel boasted all 
the colours of Light yet gave no 
Light of its own. The Peacock 
Angel sang its harsh song to 
Irfaan, who sang about how 
beautiful the colours were, and 
how magnificent the tail was. As 

Irfaan sang, his beautiful voice 
attracted many worlds. As the 
worlds swooned, Irfaan promised 
himself to each and every one of 
them and gave himself wholly 
unto all the worlds of creation.

None had noticed the 
Peacock Angel, and the Angel 
knew this wasn’t right. So in its 
jealousy, it stomped and cawed 
all around the worlds, howling its 
displeasure and seeking to tear 
them apart. But a pact had been 
made between Irfaan and all of 
creation, and all the angry cawing 
of the Peacock Angel could not 
change that. And so the Peacock 
Angel sang and danced, enticing 
curiosity from any that would 
watch and listen to his song.

Thus was how the unbinding 
of Light led to the creation of 
LAW, and thus did the Peacock 
Angel Sing And Dance To His 
Own Tune.

Without Light there can 
be no LAW.

Without LAW there 
can be no Light.

They are two sides of 
the same coin, but this is a 
complicated story. Let us start at 
the beginning.

Satak was First Serpent, and 
all the worlds to come rested in 
the glimmer of its scales. The 
worlds called out for something 
to save them. Since there was 
naught outside of Satak, help 
had to come from within Satak. 
This was Akel, the Hunger and 
Harbinger of Light. For Satak’s 
glimmer was the only light, but as 
Satak coiled ‘round in ravenous 
hunger, so too was Light unbound 
from the First Serpent.

With Light came the onslaught 
of Time and violence. As the 
worlds learned to breathe, spirits 
began to emerge. The spirits 
were new, and knew not what 
they were and were not given 
shape or form until the Hunger 
caused Satak to bite his own 
heart. This was the establishing 
of the First Natural Order, where 
the spirits that had survived 
began to take names. As the first 
of the new worlds was born, so 
too was a new spirit. This spirit 
would eventually become known 
as the Man of the Stone Forest, 
but he was not known as this at 
this time. Instead, he was known 
as Irfaan.

Irfaan, like his surviving kin, 
began to understand their place 
in the new cycle. Irfaan knew 
more than others, since he was 
First Born of Satakal. Ruptga was 

https://www.instagram.com/mayagilstromartwork/
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Naming Day
Dedicated to Chief Sealth 

(“Seattle”)

Article 1: Sermon of the Sap

First, a serpent fled the tree, 
searching eternally for rov-
ing grasslands of milk and 

honey.
Then, a white squirrel fled the 

tree, hoping to antagonize the ser-
pents and the birds. 

A wolf fled the tree, hunched 
and low, sniffing for his coin, and 
the squirrel.

A red jackal fled the tree, alert 
and with poise, and turned its head 
both ways before disappearing. 
A blue fox fled the tree, aimless-
ly chasing for the counsel of the 
jackal.

Then, a Kothringi fell, cut off the 
branches of tree to crash into the 
roots. Above him, a dark mer with 
a bloody knife laughs. In a dying 
breath, he cursed the fox and re-
vealed it to be the squirrel. Dying, 
he grasped for them, but his palms 
met only empty void, swallowing 
all. So he looks in all directions. 

And, there and then, everything 
he knew would be gone, and soon 
he would be too. 

But he greets void screaming, 
for as the darkness finally touches 
him, his skin turns to scale.

Article 2:  Hall of Shadows Re-
flexive: A Disparity Inevitable

Eschatology. Few concepts 
raise such passion, such concern, 

such confusion. It can be a be-
grudging study for those who do 
not follow the contagious realities 
of Frozen Throats, of Walk-Brass, 
of Velothi Dissidence. And despite 
the innate eschatology one must 
sense from prolonged exposures 
to the argonian species, it would 
appear that even their alien in-
sights were not omniscient. Even-
tually, it dawned on the realization 
of the Hist and Saxhleel societies 
that naming things could be use-
ful. For some reason, they hap-
pened to do this far later than the 
rest of their neighbors. Many liz-
ardfolk still ‘speak’ only in the lan-
guage of gesticulation. 

Many of the names were 
thought up early. Or so they say. 
Some waited and trailed behind, 
like predators of Padomay. Still 
others wait, to find just the right 
specimen to describe, before being 
blessed by the will of the River, by 
then drank through to the Roots. 
Most of them got to where they 
needed to be... most of the time. 

The Kota-Vimleel had no good 
purpose for being so greedy this 
season. It was what foreigners 
would call Second Seed, but to 
Seth’huth of the Rootfolk, it had 
been the Ithissk Xeech S’qocss; 
or Shade Seed Dig, a ritualized 
theft-harvest for the darker-mind-
ed of the Murkmire tribes. Many 
local clutches would be prepared 
by the Hist near the Black Tongue 
territories to hatch under the dom-
inant sign of the night sky - The 
Shadow Sign. Their weekly elders 
would thence be named. Other 
clutchmates would be brought 
from the outer realms and gathered 
with these birthing pools in the rit-
uals that essentially formed the 

glee of argonian adolescence. The 
Kota’qoa mercenaries would com-
prise these ranks, drawn mostly 
from three outliers: muddy Sxlith-
tith egg wardens, pale Veeskhleel 
braves, and of course the scariest 
pocket tribe of the outer realm, 
dark Tsonaxajhithi; of Swimming 
Dangers, the Kuru-clutch of the 
Trouble-Swimmers. That partic-
ular euphemism was usually only 
said by their friends or heard within 
their earshot. This Trouble-Swim-
mer was given a very fortunate 
name, for it expressed a universal 
truth. However, he would not keep 
this name, for the river always 
changes that which it begets. And 
the Swimmer? None other than 
Silence-My-Brother, the notorious 
agent of Sithis and ransomer of 
the esteemed Chancellor Ocato. 
This was known then, by many 
peoples, but not all. For Time does 
not exist in Blackmarsh. The over-
all events of these crises that tran-
spire in the early fourth era are, in 
effect, eventually only features in 
a presentation of his (fragmented) 
biography.

I do not journalize purpose-
lessly. These drafts are written, 
hastily and yet in the spirit of pa-
tience; that you may know not only 
the name of Shadow and hold it 
dear to you; That you may know 
the Truth of Nothing, and its very 
existence in the hole of your heart. 
That, you may try, but no matter 
how the chords of doom tether 
thine senses to the bliss of time-
less madnesses, they all conclude 
into a silent and permanent rest. 
That only chaotic transcendence 
alleviates and pacifies the other-
wise violently-ordered mundane. 
Assuredly.

Crisis 4E
Ethos Malevolent

Contributing Writer
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Eschatology. It can be a con-
fusing study.

Article 3: On General Cosmo-
genetic Theorem

It is widely known among the 
Marshfolk how Adzi-Kostleel trib-
lings believe that the world was 
created in the struggle betwixt two 
spirits... a due familiarity among 
the religions or heresies of the 
world, if I may say so.

Albeit this is perhaps the extent 
of their conventionally mythic fa-
miliarity. Atak, the Great Root, grew 
new roots, which also grew roots 
“and those roots took names, for 
they wanted space of their own to 
grow.” Would these roots by now 
not have become branches? It dis-
covered the serpent spirit, Kota, 
who had been born from a Hun-
gry Nothing. Atak and Kota fought 
and ate at each other until they 
became something indistinguish-
able, Atakota. Civilized folk refer to 
this as the death of Near. 

They shed two realities of Skin 
and Shadow and reparably so, did 
die. A menagerie, then, flees the 
tree.

The Shadow ate the roots and 
was changed by them, keeping 
them safe and telling them the 
secrets before releasing them in-
stead of devouring them, letting 
itself sleep as well. The secrets 
changed the roots, making them 
realize they were now temporary 
and could change. Many of the 
spirits learned to fear this change, 
calling it Death. The chaos that 
ensued awoke Atakota and split 
them once more, leading to Atak 
and Kota and their roots going to 
war over the existence of Death.

In war, the daughter of cha-
os, Ithissk awoke and ate both 
Atak and Kota, shedding the skin 
of Atakota and covering all of the 
roots, promising to keep them 
safe. He would bring their yearn-

ing ends together in a knot, the 
symbol of interwoven oath. Before 
the knot was fully drawn together, 
however, a menagerie dances on 
the outskirt voids, sharing togeth-
er that which always felt just right 
near the borders of city and wilder-
ness...

Article 4: Amphibious Mythical 
Construction & General Cosmoge-
netic Theorem

To define Argonian escha-
tology, one must understand the 
Hist. Within each moment in time, 
both birth and death are manifest. 
As the individual “dies” from mo-
ment to moment, they are equally 
“reborn” in each successive mo-
ment, in what one perceives as 
an ongoing cycle. The sap practi-
tioner’s focus is shifted from con-
siderations regarding an imagined 
future endpoint, to mindfulness in 
the present moment. In this case, 
the worldview is taken as a func-
tional tool for awakening the prac-
titioner to reality as it exists, right 
now.

This part cannot be translat-
ed precisely, but allow my war 
research to (ever loosely) para-
phrase: Ultimately, the world will 
deteriorate to the point of the 
“sword-feast” in which swords ap-
pear from the hands of every spirit, 
and they each hunt one another 
like game. A few people, howev-
er, will take shelter in the Black 
Marsh to escape the carnage, and 
when the slaughter is over, they 
will come out of hiding and resolve 
to take up a life of skillful and vir-
tuous action again. In recovery of 
the Shadow’s ethos, logos, and 
pathos, typically mortal lifespans 
will gradually increase again un-
til they reach 1000 years -- most 
people attaining virginal maturity 
near 160. Spoke more exactly did 
Chief Seelth, alternatively the wise 
Sea-Addle, in the following below:

“The Sky of Two Suns that has 
wept her tears of violent compas-
sion upon my people for myriad 
dark tides, and which to us ap-
pears changeless and eternal, 
may indeed change. The Night is 
fair. The Morrow, ever overcast 
with clouds. My words, like your 
alien stars-never-blinking, No 
matter how Addling Seas may roll, 
the great chief at the White-Gold 
Tooth can rely upon with as much 
certainty as he can upon the return 
of the two suns or their numbered 
seasons.

“The white chief says that 
Snake Chief of Rumare sends 
us greetings, allegedly of friend-
ship, and goodwill. This, of him, 
expresses mighty kindness. We 
know he has little need of our 
friendship in return. His people are 
many. They are like the grass that 
covers vast prairies. My people are 
few. They resemble the scattering 
trees of a storm-swept plain. The 
great, and -- I presume -- good, 
Man Chief sends us word that he 
wishes to buy our land but is will-
ing to allow us enough to live com-
fortably. This indeed appears just, 
even generous, for the Rootfolk 
possess no imperialized rite that 
the snakes of men need respect. 

“Among every part of the 
winding coils, whether Root, or 
Branch, we find Youth ever impul-
sive. Impetuous. When our young 
men grow angry at some real or 
imaginary wrong, and disfigure 
their faces with white paint, it de-
notes that their hearts are white, 
and that they are often cruel and 
relentless, and our old men and 
old women are unable to hesitate 
them. Thus it has ever been. Thus 
the whitesnake began to push the 
memory of our forefathers ever 
westward. But let us hope that the 
hostilities between us may never 
return. We would have everything 
to lose and nothing to gain. Re-
venge by young men is consid-
ered gain, even at the cost of their 
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own lives, but old men who stay at 
home in times of war, and mothers 
who have sons to lose, know bet-
ter.

“Indeed, we shall begin, and 
commence the ceremonies of our 
peoples, even before the Imperial 
garrisons that threaten our be-
loved border. Brother-Who-Tow-
ers, we address you in the dance 
of Moons and Sons, the Duel Fates 
of Nature and the Great Shadow 
that sublimates it all into singu-
lar, coherent being. Our good fa-
ther in Cyrodiil--for I presume he 
is now our father as well as yours, 
since Aldmeris moves her bound-
aries further north--our great and 
good father, I should say, sends us 
word that if we do as he desires, 
an empire protects us. His brave 
warriors may provide to us a rus-
tling Voriplasm of strength, and 
his wonderful cymbals of birdwar 
will fill our harbors, so that our an-
cient enemies far to the northward 
-- the Haidas and Tsimshians, 
will cease to frighten our women, 
clutches, and old gators. 

“By the purview of the 
twice-writhing Great Shadow, he 
will be our Father and we as like 
his Manlings.

“But can that ever be? Your An-
cestor IS NOT our Ancestor! Your 
Ancestor loves your people and 

hates mine! He folds his strong 
protecting arms leading by the 
hand as a father leads an infant 
son. Yet, He forsakes His South-
ern Children, if they are really His. 
Our Ancestor, the great Atakota, 
also seems to have abandoned us. 
Your Ancestor makes your people 
wax stronger every day. Soon they 
will fill all the land. 

“Our people are ebbing away 
like a rapidly receding tide that 
will never return. The Imperial’s 
Ancestor cannot love our people 
or He would protect them. They 
seem to be orphans who can look 
nowhere for help. How then can 
we be brothers? How can your An-
cestor become our Ancestor and 
renew our prosperity and awaken 
in us dreams of returning great-
ness? If we have a common Heav-
enly Father He must be partial, for 
He came to His paleface children.” 
Facing then the remainder of the 
consort from the inter-Septimal 
Dynasty, he carried in his palm 
the black egg. The men were be-
wildered by his staff, a mysterious 
tuning fork. It had finally been the 
end of the long and arduous Black-
water campaign; they were indeed 
tired from its effects. What the 
poor saps never bothered to com-
prehend, though, was how time 
never flows well in Black Marsh.

“There cannot be two truths in 
one instance. There is only ever 
one truth, along its brotherly co-
incidences. We never see your 
Dreamer. He gave you laws but 
had no word for the root-toor chil-
dren, whose teeming multitudes 
once fill this vast continent, just as 
stars fill the Firmament of which 
All Roots Drink. No; we are two 
distinct beasts, with separate ori-
gins and separate destinies. There 
is little in common between us.”

And as time melted in front of 
their mannish faces, the peaceful 
respite the battalions had expect-
ed to receive would never arrive. 
And the rivers ran red that night 
for the triumphant organization to 
finish them off: the An-Xileel. The 
skirmish and the highway and the 
joke of currency that all Imperi-
al civilization tried to establish in 
the Black Marsh would eventually 
fade away, like man does, with-
in the jokes of yondered years, 
depraved decades, and sadistic 
centuries. To the lost of the flock, 
Chief Sea-Addle then faced, grip-
ping the sympathetic shoulder of 
a mer. Razor talons bit through his 
bright skin. He wasn’t sure why 
any of this had happened, or how 
beloved Nirkhan could stand to 
die on such wretched grounds, of 
such a wretched past. The bound 
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elf looked at the soldiers before 
them, feeling uneasy about every-
thing since he entered the land.

“Your religion was written upon 
tablets of stone by the bright nails 
of Godhood so that you could not 
forget. The red-eyed could never 
comprehend or remember it. The 
Marsh is different. Our religion is 
the traditions of our ancestors - the 
dream stories of our old Hist, given 
into the solemn of middle-night by 
the Great Shadow; and the visions 
of our sachems. This is all written 
in the rivered hearts of our people. 
You shall bear witness.

“Every part of this timeless riv-
er is sacred in the estimation of my 
people. Every boulder, every abyss, 
every marsh and swamp, has been 
hallowed by some sad or happy 
event in days long vanished. Even 
the rocks, which seem to be dumb 
and dead as they swelter in the 
suns of silent shores, thrill with 
memories of stirring events con-
nected with the lives of my people, 
and the very dust upon which you 
now stand responds more lovingly 
to their footsteps than yours, be-
cause it is rich with the blood of 
our ancestors; our webbed talons 
are conscious of the sympathetic 
touch. We will ponder your propo-
sition and when we decide we will 
let you know. But should we accept 
it, I here and now make this condi-
tion that we will not be denied the 
privilege without molestation of 
visiting at any time the tombs of 
our ancestors, friends, and chil-
dren. Every hillside, every valley, 
every plain and grove, has been 
hallowed by some sad or happy 
event in days long vanished. Even 
the rocks, which seem to be dumb 
and dead as the swelter in the sun 
along the silent shore, thrill with 
memories of stirring events con-
nected with the lives of my people, 
and the very dust upon which you 
now stand responds more loving-
ly to our paddling than yours, be-
cause it is rich with the remains 

our ancestors, and not yours. Our 
departed braves, fond mothers, 
glad, happy hearted maidens, and 
even the little clutch-children who 
lived here and rejoiced here for a 
brief season, will love these som-
ber solitudes. At eventide, they 
greet the mass of shadowy return-
ing spirits.

“And when the last Saxhleel 
shall have perished, and the mem-
ory of my tribe shall have become 
a myth among Ghostly Peoples, 
these shores will swarm with the 
invisible dead of my tribe, and 
when your children’s children think 
themselves alone in the shore, the 
lilypad, upon the frustrated high-
way, or in the silence of the path-
less mires, they will not be alone. 
In all the earth there is no place 
dedicated to solitude. At night 
when the streets of your cities and 
villages are silent and you think 
them deserted, they will throng 
with the returning hosts that once 
filled them and still love this beau-
tiful world. The ashborn will never 
be alone.”

If the Veekshleel had lips, then, 
he would have bitten them. The riot 
was a planned event, sure enough 
to keep them distracted and off 
his tail. Trail. He needed to think 
straight, and quickly. This child 
needed a better life. This leader 
was not a fool to be trifled with. But 
soon, his target would escape. It 
was a once in a lifetime opportuni-
ty to collect the prized egg of a Sui-
cide Clutch. From one of the deep-
est regions in the Marsh, no less. 
The ugly ghost-person couldn’t 
help but feel small towards the 
egg. He knew his mission: procure 
this child a good life, and defy the 
imperious will of Sithis. But could 
he get out of all this alive?

     “Let him be just and deal 
kindly with my people, for the dead 
are not powerless,” here the Chief 
took the obsidian egg before the 
promenade, on a pedestal atop 
an ancient Zantathissk stele. He 

raised it with both arms before the 
horde of the writhing darkness. 
They all screeched with glee be-
fore a lone arm from the crowd ex-
citedly ejected the egg into the riv-
er, causing Chief Sea-Addle to hex 
the indigo conspirator. The black 
outrage of the amorphous crowd 
snatched her foreseen compan-
ions and proceeded to rip them 
all to shreds with their respective 
biologies. The Veekshleel quiet-
ly edged the wall away from the 
commotion.

As they bound the shadows-
cale to an axle of profane drift-
wood, the wiseman redacted the 
words of his prior command. The 
acolytes prepared him over a pitfall 
region filled to a halfway point with 
purple water vipers. Wide-eyed, he 
followed the egg from its, ejection, 
touching down to the land in the 
hidden boroughs behind the eddie. 
It seemed the uproarious crowd 
was too parched for justice to no-
tice the whitescale escaping.

He looked back to find his com-
rade saxhleel bound to a primitive 
crucifix. Their pupils locked wor-
riedly. “Go.”

They doused her in several in-
censes and other tepid humours 
of the nose and tongue. They lit 
the pitch.

Chief Sea-Addle addresses 
him in one final moment, looking 
at him, but not truly at him. His 
gaze shifted somewhere beyond 
innumerous waves. “Dead, did 
I say? - There is no death, only a 
change of worlds.”

So the mer did his best to re-
member when this happened; but 
it was already near the twilight 
of the third era when he left the 
Marsh, so honestly? It was un-
sure and blurry from the get-go. 
As such, this is the nature of un-
certainty. We all, from time to time, 
become despondent over our roles 
in this society; over our personae.

We wonder if there is any reality 
at all beneath our masks, titles, our 
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thans would follow from the set-
tling glade nearby, excited by the 
smell of the babe and the blood. 
This would drive a egg-mother to 
tears, if they could shed them.

But Hoards-Her-Carriages 
hesitated at the riverbank, bobbing 
her head 2 times to the left before 
deciding to dive below, at least she 
must see the fate of the babe. But 
when she looked beneath the sur-
face, it was gone. She raised her 
head above sea level. And then, 
three bloated crocodiles floated 
along the banks lifelessly. On a 
sandbar gathered by reeds, Wa-
ter-is-Running stuck out two an-
thropomorphic legs, sized well at 
the age of a human adolescent. He 
had been munching eagerly, hun-
grily, on some thick mass beneath 
the reeds. As Hoards-Her-Carriag-
es got closer, she got too close. 
She saw too much, and she decid-
ed it was best to lead the remain-
ing fledgling lizards away entirely 
from this destructive situation. 

He had been munching on the 
tail of a giant, motherly crocodile. 
She must have been bigger than 
any of the other ones that attacked 
the young newborn, but it is most 
unwise to attack a Tsonaxajhithi 
after a cracking, especially when 
it is coated in acids and poisons 
and the hatred of loss. The Trou-
ble-Swimmer crunched through 
the last of his newborn hunger, 
and this was when Cloak-Fin ap-
proached him, with a clipboard.

“Yes, this one will do quite 
nicely,” he scribbled, “I am acquir-
ing the aforementioned specimen. 
Sea-Addle? Nah we took care of 
him. It’s settled. Goodnight, and 
Silence, my brother.” and with that, 
the courier gekko finally scurried 
away. Water-is-Running didn’t 
want to leave the bayou that day, 
but Cloak-Fin would irritably 
snatch him by the tail, pulling him 
into his inevitable life as a revolu-
tionary and clandestine Shadows-
cale.

Features
occupational accoutrements. If 
we are beasts of battle, tormented 
poets, or lonely clockmakers. So 
some go to say, the choice is under 
our control.

It is in this moment we look 
to silly things, like our names, to 
ultimately derive meaning. This 
is what makes them important. 
The whitescaled bandit crawls 
through the trees, one-eyed, and 
dressed in the martial concern of 
leviathans. Pallid eyes. Frightful. 
Veekshleel. The black egg over his 
shoulder looked too big and gen-
tle to be carried too safely on one 
side, but there it was. Left hanging. 
Left-handed. Careless. The egg 
stringed around his burly shoulder 
seemingly jumped with him each 
leap from the lilac lily pad ponds.

Jumping from root to root 
throughout Insentient Branches, 
the ghost-person did his best to 
avoid the tall, sweeping monitor 
naga’s sprinkling point of view. Of 
course, she had been an egg war-
den. Kota’qoa.

Hoards-her-Carriages was a 
tall Sxlithixht naga, born and raised 
to use the earthy, eutrophic swamp 
marsh and offbeat paths to certain 
advantages. One of our biology 
can neither spell nor pronounce 
her name in Jel. She was raised 
Kota-Vimleel, Black-Tongue; and 
like her foremothers, she herself 
was a counter-terrorist who too 
stole eggs from Ghost People vil-
lages for harvest-sport. She lived 
a long life of service to the Hist and 
their brood, escorting them across 
the trenches, highways, sunspots, 
and sinkpits of the southern bog 
marshes between Gideon and 
the Murkmire region. She needed 
them far away from Thorn. But in-
stead of some violators scouting 
for House Dres, they had run into 
members of a distinct tribe, one 
not of their own, but with a grudge 
against the bandit Veekshleel. 
They were known as the Adzi-
Kostleel, another bold and esoteric 

tribe of the dark swamps south of 
Resdayn. Rustling filled the dis-
tance. She expanded her turquoise 
fins, hunching over ten breathing 
Helstrom lizards. Two were dead. 
So was the little sneak chasing 
after her brood. Scrambling to get 
away from her as fast as he could, 
he pulled the black egg to his chest 
and ran up the small outcropping 
north of the feeding grounds. He 
would soon be out the canopy. 
Hoards haunched a huge spit, 
stomping the ground in defiance 
before wringing her head forward 
violently at terminal velocity.

An acidic glob of argonian 
stomach-brew proceeded to lob 
the bloke’s head clean off. She 
pulled in a clenched fist, cheering 
at the precision of such an unlike-
ly landed shot. Then she heard 
a terrible cracking. He dropped 
dead, clutching steadfast the only 
thing the he cared to protect. For 
this most wretched transgres-
sion, the shell shattered when 
he hit the ground. Blood spurted 
from the poor fool’s neck, infest-
ed with whatever daedra-forsak-
en malaise her breath could con-
coct. And as soon as she noticed 
the egg rolling off of the body and 
into the eddy beside the poison-
ously decapitated Veekshleel, she 
screamed in obtuse horror.

“THE WATER IS RUNNING! THE 
BLOOD!” she chased after the cur-
rent, which seemed to meld the 
newly hatching argonian with poi-
sonous deadblood. The water was 
indeed an odd color, perhaps this 
was due to the eutrophication of 
the Insentient Hist growth around 
the Feeding Grounds, of which the 
river borders… 

A Helstrom lizard broke out 
of the egg, yawning silently in the 
rough of the murderous rapids. It 
blinked. Water-is-Running? The 
chasing mother figure caused him 
to reach out, but soon enough he 
would sink beneath the blood-
stream near his wreckage. Levia-
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“The Shadow’s Season is 
Second Seed. The Shadow 
grants those born under her 
sign the ability to hide in 
shadows.”―The Firmament

 

Those born in the season of 
Second Seed (May) 1st - 31st

Soul color:  Forest green

Temperament: To dissolve 
into the shadows, one becomes 
apart of everything around 
them. The sign is clever, 
cunning, but often wary. Quiet 
as they appear, they are always 
conversing within their mind 
while listening to everything. 
They remember faces, names, 
and information well. 

Abilities: Naturally gifted 
with subterfuge, The Shadow 
can walk without being noticed, 

drawing attention away from 
themselves to pass through 
crowds like a mist. However 
–in Blackmarsh, those born 
under this sign are are dubbed 
‘Shadowscales’ and trained 
in the art of assassination. In 
Elsweyr, The Shadow is also 
considered to be gifted by Jode. 

Friendships and Family: If 
you want to be kept up with 
the latest gossip, befriend The 
Shadow. They are not easy 
to find, but encountering one 
under this sign may already 
prove their trust in you - either 
that or you are especially 
perceptive. If you are a friend 
of The Shadow, you may 
experience moments in which 
they seem to lose contact for 
prolonged periods of time. In 
most scenarios there is nothing 
to be worried about, in fact they 
will eventually return with their 
proverbial coffers full of secrets 
and gossip. 

Success: The Shadow 
can persuade well with their 
abilities of perception. They are 
not ones to approach a task 
head on, and wait patiently for 
moments most beneficial. One 
under this sign is more likely to 
manipulate through subtlety– 
letting others go ahead and test 
the waters. When something 
happens to throw their rivals off 
course, they will casually come 
in to pick up their place.

Romance: Enchanting, 
charming, witty, and 
mysterious. The Shadow 
will only show what they 
want you to see and nothing 
more. They will lead lovers 
through a labyrinth that is both 
challenging and rewarding. 
If one is in a romantic 
relationships with this sign, you 
may not be the only one. Don’t 
be surprised by that –if you 
ever find out. 

Serpentwined
Contributing Writer and Artist

Image courtesy of House-Gardinier, Tumblr
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Struggles: Always hiding 
themselves from others and 
even their own vision. There 
is a lot this sign doesn’t know 
about itself and may cause 
nervousness, anxiety, and 
depression. The Shadow is 
always searching, watching, 
listening… 

Rain’s Hand Holidays
Second Seed 7st: Second 
Planting
The celebration of Second 
Planting is in full glory this 
day. It is a holiday with 
traditions similar to First 
Planting, improvements on 
the first seeding symbolically 
to suggest improvements 
on the soul. The free clinics 
of the temples are open for 
the second and last time this 
year, offering cures for those 
suffering from any kind of 
disease or affliction. Because 
peace and not conflict is 
stressed at this time, battle 
injuries are healed only at full 
price.

Second Seed 9th: Marukh’s Day
Marukh’s Day is only observed 
by certain communities 
in Skeffington Wood. By 
comparing themselves to the 
virtuous prophet Marukh, the 
people of Skeffington Wood 
pray for the strength to resist 
temptation. In Daggerfall, this 
is the Summoning Day for 
Namira.

Second Seed 20th: Fire Festival
The Fire Festival in Northmoor 
is one of the most attended 
celebrations in High Rock. It 
began as a pompous display of 
magic and military strength in 
ancient days and has become 
quite a festival.

Second Seed 30th: Fishing Day
Fishing Day is a big celebration 
for the Bretons who live off the 
bounty of the Iliac Bay. They 
are not a usually flamboyant 
people, but on Fishing Day, they 
make so much noise, fish have 
been scared away for weeks.

“Marukh the Seer”  |  Illustration by ksenia-z, DeviantArt

Calendar
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Tel Mora Correspondence

Facebook user Matheus 
Ferreira brought an amazing 
result of Copy Editor Edmund 
Rees-Thomas’ article, C0DA: 
A Treatise On the Veracity of 
Canon to our attention: 

Even though I’m Brazilian my 
story in the Brazilian community 
started very recently (literally about 
a month or so). I was very well re-
ceived and it was much better than 
I expected, but it was natural to see 
some delay in terms of concepts 
that the Brazilian community had 
explored/embraced, and the first 
that I quickly noticed was about the 
“freedom to imagine” in the lore...

When I say freedom to imag-
ine I’m talking about the concepts 
of apocryphas, OOG texts and of 
course C0DA.

They aren’t much familiar with 
the concept of oog texts, apocry-

phas and specially c0da
so by seeing that I was more 

than happy to help with all that I 
have learned from multiples sourc-
es. I decided to add this type of 
perspective in threads about lore.

Just to give u [sic] the whole 
context, I’m talking about a FB 
group with 82.000 + members, 
which I believe is the biggest in 
Brazil.

I wrote the first ever apocrypha 
in the group, In this case it was 
message sent from the cult through 
the dreamsleeve (the realm not the 
group lol) to our reality to explain 
what the Numidium was and its 
history.

It was modified to fit the context 
of the group of course

But it was an immense success 
- probably more than 100 com-
ments with people discussing it and 
praising my text, but also we had 
the people who doesnt [sic] know at 
all about the concept.

A member of the group trans-
lated [the C0DA article] to show it in 
the brazilian group.

My Intention here is to show u 
guys about the importance of all of 
your work. 

Your work has reached my 
country and made a hell of an 
impact.

This is incredible, Matheus! The 
biggest thing folks need to under-
stand is that C0DA isn’t there to 

 The Tel Mora Independent Press is a publication 
that thrives on the submissions, creativity, and artistry 
of the Elder Scrolls community. Without our content 
contributors, without submissions from writers new and 
old, without the stunning artworks of the Elder Scrolls 
fanbase, we would be unable to form much of anything, let 
alone a literary journal of quality and caliber.

 Not everyone feels the need to contribute 
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“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”   
Illustration courtesy of  psyjick, DeviantArt
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restrict ideas - quite the contrary! 
C0DA and concepts like open can-
on exist to demonstrate that ev-
eryone’s ideas are valid and aren’t 
restrained by thing like copyright 
or who wrote what. It is the perfect 
playground for expressing creativ-
ity within the confines of a single 
overarching fiction.

What’s amazing is that.in many 
circles, such as the Brazilian TES 
community, there’s so little expo-
sure to this idea, and the fact that 
our article could help make this 
all-inclusive idea possible is, quite 
frankly, humbling and awe-inspir-
ing.

Thank you so much for reaching 
out, Matheus! 

If you’d like to see the post itself 
(we only have a screenshot of it), 
click the thumbnail below!

http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/04/11/c0da-a-treatise-on-the-veracity-of-canon/
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/04/11/c0da-a-treatise-on-the-veracity-of-canon/
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/04/11/c0da-a-treatise-on-the-veracity-of-canon/
https://www.deviantart.com/psyjick
http://www.telmoraindependent.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/57291173_343615046284508_1369272373244592128_n.png

